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TEMPLATE:  
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT "RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PAYMENT ACCOUNT ACCESS SERVICES"

The table below shall serve as a template collecting comments received in a standardised way.  

o Please add to the table only issues where you consider that a follow-up is necessary, i.e. no general statements like “We welcome the 
recommendations.”  

o All comments should be separated per issue concerned so that a thematic sorting can be easily applied later on. (i.e. one row for each issue). 
o If needed, replicate page 2 for the provision of further comments.  

The assessment form consists the four items which are suggested to be filled as follows: 
Originator: Name of the originator and ISO code of the country of the originator (e.g. NAME (AT/BE/BG/...)) 
Issue (states the topic concerned): General comment, Scope, Terminology, REC 2, 1.1 KC, 3.2 BP, Glossary, 
Comment: Suggestion for amendment, clarification or deletion 
Reasoning: Short statement why the comment should be taken on board 

Contact details 
(will not be published)

The comments provided should NOT be published 

Ms LOURDES CREMADES CASTAÑÓN

LCREMADE@EURO6000.ES

0034 91 596 51 28
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Originator:

Name of the originator (e.g. name of 
the company or association) 

ISO code of the country 
of the originator 

Comments on the recommendations for “payment account access” services

Issue Comment Reasoning

EURO 6000, S.A. ES

General comment: need to
equate the regime of Amendment Though it´s not stricly under the “Forum”´s competition, it´s also true that many of the matters analyzed through the recommendations,

overlap some payment service regulations (e.g. responsabilities/liabilities of the TP/customer related to the use of the services,– 6.2

General comment: need to
include the obligation to Amendment Account servicing PSPs should be allowed to decide what instruments can initiate payments transactions through the accounts they

give service, and not allow any TP to access the funds without limitation. PSPs need to guarantee a certain degree of security and

Glossary: concept of
payment initiation services Amendment We think the definition of “Payment initiation services” could be completed, in order to give more clarity about who initiates the

payment. Currently, payment initiation services are defined as “internet-based services to initiate payment transactions via payment

General comment:
authentication system to be

General comment: entry
into force = 1 February

Amendment In order to guarantee account holder convenience, confidence, and security, the principle that the authentication method of the
account servicing PSP should be used, should be established in these Recommendations. This is also key not to undermine the

Amendment In order to have an homogeneous regime for all internet payments, the entry into force of these recommentations should take place at
the same time as the entry into force of the recommendations for security of internet payments, i.e., 1 February 2015.

REC 2 and 2.1 KC: Risk
assessments, need of

Amendment It is necessary to guarantee the same level of security for all payments performed through the Internet, and the same level playing field
for all competitors. Payments that fall under the scope of the “Recommendations for the Security of Internet Payments”, i.e. mainly

3.4 KC need to include the
obligation to sign a contract Amendment TPs should always sign an agreement with e-merchants, it should be mandatory, not optional as it may be interpreted from the wording

3.1 BP: TPs, GAs and
PSPs should inform each

Amendment The parties potentially involved or affected by a secutiry incident should be informed about it in order to adopt “ad hoc” secutiry and
prevention measures. Otherwise, further sensitive information could be compromised, specially, when the party that is unaware of the

4.1 KC: assessment of TP
´s security measures by the

In order not to undermine the information techonology security of the account servicing PSP, TPs and GAs should not only have
appropriate security and control measures, but also allow the account servicing PSP to assess those security measures, and even

Amendment

4.9 KC: need to include the
obligation to sign a contract

Amendment TPs should always sign an agreement with e-merchants, it should be mandatory, not optional, as it may be interpreted from the
wording of 4.9 KC. That contract should include the prohibition for the e-merchant of handling sensitive payment data. In the card

5.4 KC: TPs, GAs and
PSPs should inform each

Amendment As previously stated in 3.1 BP, the parties potentially involved or affected by a secutiry incident, should be informed about it in order to
adopt “ad hoc” secutiry and prevention measures. Otherwise, further sensitive information could be compromised, specially, when the
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Name of the originator (e.g. name of 
the company or association) 

ISO code of the country 
of the originator 

Comments on the recommendations for “payment account access” services

Issue Comment Reasoning

EURO 6000, S.A. ES

5.5 KC: the proper bilateral
authentication should not Amendment All the parties involved in each communication (TP-e-merchant, TP-account servicing PSP) should ensure proper bilateral

authentication, and this requirement should not only rely on the TP.

6.1 KC: identification to be
carried out by the TP Amendment The exemption granted to TPs, that they should not need to conduct a separate customer identification process, provided that such

identification has already been carried out, should be clarified, in order to determine that such exemption is only applicable when the

6.2 and 6.3 KC need to
equate the regime of Amendment As already mentioned before as a general comment, and specifically referred here,KC 6.2 and 6.3 overlap some payment service

regulations, but do not go into the same detail; in order to guarantee a level playing field, and to guarantee the same regime of

6.1 BP: need to sign a
contract between the TP

7.1 KC: it should be the
account servicing PSP the

Amendment As previously stated for other relations, the relation between the TP and the customer should be covered by a specific contract. This is
key to guarantee consumers´ confidence and protection, as well as customers´ intention to make use of payment account access

Amendment In line with comment to KC 4.1, and in order not to undermine the security level of the PSP, whose risk appetite may differ from the TP
´s risk appetite, it should be the account servicing PSP the one to decide on the authentication methods that need to be used to

7.2 KC: need toc larify what
“purely consultative

Amendment It shlould be clarified what “purely consultative services” are, since there could be some confusion, and those services are granted an
exemption from the need of strong authentication.

7.3 KC: mandatory
registration of customers. Amendment We think the registration of customers before accessing the services should be mandatory, in order to guarantee an adequate security le

7.3 KC, footnote 20:
Clarification of footnote 20

Amendment Footnote 20, referred to the concept of trusted environment, specifies that registration could be done in an ATM, where strong
customer authentication is required; as an example of strong authentication, it mentions chip + PIN. We would need clarification, since

REC 8: mandatory
enrolment for all matters

Enrolment for all the subjects mentioned at 8 KC should be mandatory, and not optional. That is key in order to reach the goal stated
at 8 REC itself, when it requires that the enrolment for payment account access services should provide at least the same level of

Amendment

9.1 and 9.2 KC: need to
equate the applicable

Amendment Exemptions to the requirements set out at 9.1 and 9.2 KC – to ensure that the validity period of one time passwords is limited to the
strict minimum necessary, and the need to set down the maximum period after which inactive payment account access sessions are

9.4 KC: need to sign a
contract between the TP

Amendment As previously stated at comment to 6.1 BP, we recall here that the relation between the TP and the customer should be covered by a
contract. This is key to guarantee consumers´ confidence and protection, as well as customers´ intention to make use of payment
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Name of the originator (e.g. name of 
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Comments on the recommendations for “payment account access” services

Issue Comment Reasoning

EURO 6000, S.A. ES

10.2 KC need to include the
obligation to sign a contract Amendment As previously proposed for 3.4 KC and 4.9 KC, TPs should always sign an agreement with e-merchants, it should be mandatory, not

optional as it may be interpreted from the wording of 10.2 KC. The contract should include, apart from the matters already proposed in

10.5 KC: mandatory
agreements between the Amendment We have already included in different comments, the need to sign mandatory agreements between the parties involved in each case,

and not to leave it up to the decision of the TP, in order to guarantee a certain degree of security, users´protection, and a level playing

11.3: need to include the
obligation to sign a contract Amendment We reiterate here again the need to make it mandatory to sign an agreement between the TP and the e-merchant, it should not be

optional as it may be interpreted from the wording of 11.3 KC. The contract should include, apart from the matters already proposed in

11.6 KC: need to specify
the consequences of a

11.2 BP: this principle
should become mandatory,

Amendment 11.6 KC establishes that TPs should not use the account information for other purposes (e.g. for data mining, advertising, credit rating
or data re-selling) different from the ones specifically requested by the account owner. We propose that 11.6 KC also includes the

Amendment Alligned with previous suggestions, we think that the specific account(s) included in the scope of the services to be given by the TP,
should be specified in the mandatory contract between the TP and the customer. Otherwise, it would create uncertainty for the user,

12.1 KC: need to inform the
account servicing PSP of

Amendment We think it is important to guarantee that the account servicing PSP is also informed about (suspected) fraudulent payments and/or
attempts to access sensitive payment data, suspicious incidents or anomalies during the payment account access session and/or

12.3 KC: need to equate
the regime of payment Amendment To equate both regimes, TPs should be able to respond inmediately to customers´ fraud and security concerns and reports, i.e., TPs ne

12.6 KC: need to equate
the regime of payment

Amendment As previously stated, the relation between the TP and the customer should be covered by a contract, and it´s necessary to equate the
regime of payment account access services with payment service regulations applicable to PSPs. This is key to guarantee consumers´

Amendment

Amendment

Amendment
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